Introduction
This study aims at providing a classification of adverbs 1 and a specification of their syntactic use, based on formal (distributional, syntactic, and prosodic) criteria.
By distributional criteria we mean the possibility or impossibility of a form to occur in particular contexts (e.g. at the beginning of sentences 2 : *assez il ne lit pas), the possibility to substitute two adjacent forms by one of them in a particular context (il parle très bien; il parle bien) as well as their relative position in that same context (*il parle bien très). Distributional analysis goes back to structuralist linguistics and culminated in the work of Zellig Harris, but Karel Van den Eynde managed to enrich distributional methods by introducing syntactic criteria in context specifications and by taking into account relations between constructions, a property he coined "reformulation networks" (often seen as the possibility or impossibility of "transformations", in other approaches).
Syntactic criteria involve distributional observations about contexts specified in terms of syntactic constructions or functions, or in terms of relations between constructions. A typical example are clefts: ici and donc are two elements which both occur in some identical context (il travaille ici/donc), but only ici can appear in the corresponding cleft construction c'est _ qu'il travaille; as a result the possibility to occur in a cleft construction may be used as a syntactic criterion.
Finally prosody is taken into account, following the foundational work of Karel Van den Eynde and Karine Van Dooren (1983) . This means that context specifications, in addition to forms and syntactic constructions, also may refer to particular prosodic features such as (virtual and obligatory) stress, prosodic boundaries, particular intonation contours (tonal morphemes).
The classifications of French adverbs as found in grammars, monographs and articles differ considerably and are usually based on a fairly small set of elements. Recently, however, Molinier -Levrier (2000) published a large-scale lexicon of adverbs derived by the suffix -ment; they indicate adverb class according to a classification based upon both syntactic and semantic criteria. In general, however, those wanting to write formal grammar rules for parsing find themselves unequipped to do so. There is a clear need for a classification procedure based on formal criteria which can be applied to each adverb.
For the specification of syntactic constructions we adopt a valency framework, more precisely the Pronominal Approach (PA) proposed by Karel Van den Eynde and Claire Blanche-Benveniste (Blanche-Benveniste et al. 1984) . For an overview, see Van den Eynde -Mertens (2001) . In this framework a (verbal) predicator is a full verb (rather than an auxiliary or a modal verb) which selects for certain complements each of which matches certain syntactic features. The predicator is defined by the complements it selects for: They charged the enemy. He charged me 1 dollar. He was charged with murder. contain three different verbal predicators because the properties of the selected complements differ. Predicators may be simple (e.g. dormir) or complex (e.g. battre la chamade).
Among the dependents governed by a predicator, a distinction is made between valency elements, which are selected by a given predicator, and other dependents, which may occur with most predicators. (Tesnière uses the terms actants and circonstants, respectively; the terms compléments essentiels et périphériques are encountered as well.) For instance, in demain, le secrétaire succède à Jean, the subject and the complement introduced by à are valency elements, whereas the temporal adjunct is not because this kind of adjunct can be added to any predicator. Both types of complements are proportional to pronouns; e.g. the sentence above is proportional to alors il lui succède or quand il succède à lui or qui lui succède demain. Dependents expressing manner, quantity, time, and place are valency elements if they are selected by the predicator: Il se comporte bien, Il mesure combien, Il est né en 1957, Il va à Paris. For further details the reader is referred to the publications mentioned above.
A predicator which does not depend upon other elements (the main verb, in traditional terminology) constitutes the root (the central element) of a local dependency network. The root predicator and all elements that depend on it, directly or indirectly, form a construction which, for practical reasons, we will call a sentence. Constructions with dislocation ("double marquage", e.g. lui, il dort; elle viendra, sa fille) or cleft ("dispositif d'extraction" e.g. c'est lui qui dort) will also be called sentences. We are aware of the difficulties related to this concept; however, for the examples used in this paper this characterization seems sufficient. The sentence-initial and sentence-final positions indicate the beginning and the end of the linear chain corresponding to such sentences.
A construction may be related to other constructions (such as cleft) involving the same complements (although their syntactic case may differ).
In French, constructions (such as clefts, dislocations, parentheticals ("incises"), appositions, ...) may entail particular intonation contours or put hard constraints on prosodic structure (Mertens 1993 , 1997 , Van den Eynde et al. 1998 . In such cases syntactic construction, intonation contour and/or intonation structure are inseparable. More generally, prosodic boundaries are also related to constituency and to dependency (Mertens 1997) . We therefore consider intonation as an integral part of syntactic structure, as was already shown by Karel Van den Eynde as early as 1986 in a seminal paper on Dutch intonation (Van den Eynde et al. 1986 ). Prosodic information is of course lost in written language, but its structure remains implicitly present.
Place limitations refrain us from presenting French intonation and its relation to syntax ('syntax' in the narrow sense). For the purpose of adverb classification two notions of French prosody will suffice.
The first notion is that of obligatory prosodic boundary (OPB): when there is such a boundary following a particular (prosodic or syntactic) constituent, that constituent must be stressed and hence form an intonation group, and it can not be merged with the next constituent into a single larger intonation group. The OPB will be indicated by a double vertical bar: '||'. assurément || ça va loin In this particular example the adverb assurément constitutes an intonation group by itself and its final syllabe ment must be stressed; an intonation group consisting of assurément ça va would indeed be ungrammatical 3 . Note that the OPB does not entail an obligatory pause, but only an intonation group boundary. This OPB is not linked to the adverb assurément. Indeed, there is no OPB in ça va assurément très loin. Rather, it is linked to the combination of adverb class and syntactic position (to the left of the nuclear sentence).
The second prosodic notion is a particular pitch contour called the appendix; this is a sequence of unstressed syllables with a flat (neither rising, nor falling) pitch contour. It is only found after stressed tones which can occur sentence-finally; most common are the low fall to the bottom pitch level (typical of unmarked declarative sentences), the long high fall to the bottom level (indicating focus), and the short high rise (question intonation). The pitch level of the appendix matches the end of the preceding (stressed) syllabe, resulting in a low or a high appendix. The appendix will be separated from the left by a double slanted line: '\\' for the low and '//' for the high appendix.
ça va loin \\ assurément il est où // déjà il était où // ce livre The adverbial may constitute an independent sentence by its intonation contour. This case should be distinguished from that where it carries an appendix.
Il vit heureusement.
(1 sentence, no appendix. = Il vit ainsi. Il est heureux.) Il vit \\ heureusement.
(1 sentence with an appendix. = Heureusement qu'il vit.) Il vit. Heureusement.
(2 sentences, no appendix. = Il vit. J'en suis heureux.)
Some notational conventions are used here to concisely list examples. The slash '/' indicates the disjunction of alternatives: for instance, il habite là/ici/où designates the set of strings il habite là, il habite ici and il habite où. As usual, the asterisk '*' precedes a string considered ungrammatical: *il habite vite. The asterisk is also used in a disjunction to indicate ungrammatical alternatives: il habite là/ici/*vite/*creux/où. Optional parts are enclosed within brackets, which may be nested: un repas [[beaucoup] plus] digeste. The underscore '_' will sometimes be used to link parts of a sequence of elements which form a lexical or syntactic unit: une histoire un_peu bizarre, en_quelque_sorte. (The status of syntactic unit is of course related to the notion of paradigm, cf. section 2.1.)
Adverbs may determine terminal elements or constituents (non-terminals Finally, there is a class sometimes referred to as "adjectifs adverbialisés", as in chanter faux, crier fort, because the (lexical) elements of this class also exist as adjectives, and they share some distributional contexts with adverbs. This class will be called "pseudo-adverbs" here. It is beyond the scope of this study. We limit ourselves to criteria to distinguish it from adverbials. monter/sauter/grimper haut, tomber bas, sonner faux/creux, cogner/pousser/parler/crier/chanter fort, manger gras/léger/froid, boire chaud, rouler français, voter socialiste, voter vert, sentir bon, il pleut dru, voir clair, parler net, deviner juste, tondre ras la pelouse, jouer legato, tourner rond, tourner court, s'arrêter pile, rire jaune, voyager léger Table 1 lists some terms from traditional grammar together with some representative examples and the abbreviation used. This terminology is widely used, although classifications diverge substantially between grammars and linguistic studies. For practical reasons (conciseness, readability) some of these terms will be used in the next sections prior to the classification proposed in section 3. The sign °i ndicates that the adverb is homonymous with an adverb in another class (or, in functionalist jargon, that it is "polyfunctional"). As Molinier -Levrier (2000: 44-47) show, sentence adverbs 6 constitute a special class which may be distinguished from all other classes on the basis of syntactic criteria alone.
Distributional criteria used for classifying adverbs
This section describes criteria used in the classification of adverbs, and illustrates them with examples showing the different behavior of selected adverbs. The relation to similar criteria in syntax is also made explicit. The actual classification of adverbs is given in section 3.
General distributional criteria
The context of an element is the combination of (a) the sequence of previous elements (to its left), (b) the sequence of following elements (to its right), as well as (c) simultaneous properties, such as prosodic (stress, tone, ...) or morpho-syntactic (word class, constituent type, ...) properties. In syntactic analysis, elements and sequences consist of syntactic categories, i.e. constituents of a given type or function.
For instance, in the sentence ça va très loin, the context of the element très is ça va _ loin, where the underscore '_' indicates the target element. The beginning and the end of the sentence will be indicated by the caret '^' and the dollar sign '$', respectively. (These symbols are commonly used in pattern matching in computer science to denote the outer ends of a string.) So we obtain the context specification ça va _ loin $. A context specification may be lexical, syntactic, and so on, or any combination of these. As in the example above, a lexical specification consists of word forms, i.e. terminal symbols; a syntactic one consists of non-terminals, constituents, constructions, and syntactic categories or "functions", e.g. subject, object. The following abbreviations will be used in context specifications: N = noun, Adj = adjective, Adv = adverb, Det = determiner, Aux = auxiliary verb, V = verb, Vf = finite verb, Vpp = past participle, Subj = subject.
The distribution of an element (or class of elements) is the set of contexts in which it may appear and, by implication, the complement set of contexts in which it does not.
Possibility of occurrence of elements in particular contexts
The basic distributional criterion is the possibility for an element to occur in a given context. Some adverbs may appear in the context "Subj Aux _ Vpp" (i.e. between the auxiliary and the past participle of the main verb), while others don't.
le public avait beaucoup/bien/*très/*si applaudi il a *loin/*près/*ici/bien/mal vécu This basic criterion may be related to the procedure of substitution of an element by other elements within a given context. It is used in syntax to define paradigms (or paradigmatic classes). Given the data je le/la/les/me/te/nous/vous/en vois [déjà] , the clitic pronouns le, la, les, me, te, nous, vous, en belong to the same paradigm. Paradigms are useful to distinguish uses of syntactically ambiguous word forms such as bien which can be shown to belong to multiple paradigms.
il dort bien/mal/beaucoup/*très/*non une semaine bien/*mal/*beaucoup/très chargée un garçon bien/mal/*beaucoup habillé Il ne viendra pas. A: bien/*mal/non/*beaucoup/*très.
But substitution is too coarse. In general, the set S of elements that occur in a given context A not necessarily also occur together elsewhere (in contexts B, C, ...), and therefore the set S consists of multiple classes.
Among those adverbs that do occur in the context "Subj Aux _ Vpp", only a subset occurs also in the context "^ _ Subj Aux Vpp" (which, for convenience, may be referred to as a sentence-initial position). Consequently, both subsets constitute two (or more) classes.
il a mal/peu/pourtant/peut-être dormi pourtant/peut-être il a dormi mal/peu \\ il a dormi il buvait/mangeait combien/comment/où/quand/peu/ainsi/ici/ vite/bien/pas/peut-être/parfois/encore/autrefois/pourtant/pas/... combien/comment/où/quand/ici/parfois/autrefois il buvait/mangeait peu \\ il buvait/mangeait *peu || il buvait/mangeait * pas il mangeait Some of the adverbs found in final position are acceptable in initial position the adverb is accompanied by a particular intonation contour. The role of intonation will be treated in section 2.2.
Bien. Il mangeait. Encore, il buvait.
2.1.2. Possibility of combining free elements in a given context in a particular order.
Some adverbs either occur alone, or together, or may be absent in a given context. Since each of these elements appears alone in that context, its occurrence does not depend upon the presence of the others. Hence they may be called "free" elements.
on le voit on le voit pourtant on le voit parfois on le voit ici on le voit pourtant parfois on le voit parfois ici on le voit pourtant ici on le voit pourtant parfois ici This is noted concisely as follows:
The situation of "free combination" corresponds to the notion of "order classes" known from Immediate Constituent Analysis (cf. Gleason 1961: 142) . Here, two or more subconstituents optionally occur either alone or together within a particular context (constituent) and the status of these subconstituents is defined on the basis of their relative order when occurring together.
mes [deux] [petits] livres * mes petits deux livres As for order classes, there usually are restrictions on the order in which "free" adverbs appear. Such restrictions on adverb order may be dependent upon prosodic context. This aspect will be treated below, in section 2.2.
?* on le voit [ici] parfois pourtant on le voit parfois \\ pourtant on le voit ici \\ pourtant ?* on le voit ici pourtant parfois Since adverbs such as pourtant, parfois, and ici can be combined in some order but not in another order, they will be classified in different classes together with other adverbs showing identical behavior.
This discovery procedure may be used the other way round, by looking for impossible combinations of elements in a context where they do appear separately. assurément || ça me coûtera la peau des fesses décidément || ça me coûtera la peau des fesses * assurément décidément || ça me coûtera la peau des fesses As is the case here, the impossibility to combine elements may be due to the fact that they belong to the same class; but it may be due to other factors as well.
This procedure is in no way different from that used to define constituents 8 :
il/on est/devient menuisier/boulanger * il est devient boulanger * il on devient boulanger 2. This situation indicates that the optional element modifies the other. In terms of dependency relations, the optional element -the dependent -is governed by the other, which is called its head. In the above examples, beaucoup determines its head plus, and assez is governed by loin. Notice that in these cases the dependent immediately precedes its head. In terms of constituent structure, the optional element and the obligatory element form a larger constituent, of which they are the immediate constituents.
Of course, this larger constituent -or its head, in the perspective of dependency relations -may be an optional dependent of some other element or constituent in the utterance, in which case it may be omitted altogether. This will be indicated by nested brackets. The sequences plus, beaucoup plus, à_peine un_peu plus, and so on, belong to the same constituent class (i.e. a class of constituents which occur in the same constructional patterns, as shown by the fact that they have a large degree of mutual substitutability, cf. Gleason 1961: 138 However, when extrapolating the general case (where the dependent adverb precedes its head) a plausible interpretation is obtained: in both cases the modifier precedes the governor.
2.2. Constructional criteria: syntactic, prosodic.
The next set of criteria involves particular syntactic contexts or constructions (cleft, imperative, interrogative clause, etc.) or relations between constructions.
Proportionality
The 'interrogative adverbs' -called 'suspensive forms' in the PA -quand, où, comment, combien (and their counterparts là, ainsi and autant) may be used in questions about other sentences. In such cases, there is a proportionality relation between the interrogative adverb and the corresponding adverb in the antecedent sentence. Notice that the antecedent adverb can be used as an answer to the question. (Below, P, Q, and A stand for 'proposition', 'question' and 'answer'.) The syntactic function of the suspensives is not restricted to the valency terms, but includes other dependents as well. These facts are relevant for adverb classification since some adverb classes don't have proportional suspensives. There is no way to ask questions about sentence adverbs. The same observations holds for degree adverbs.
Q: Il travaille comment ?
A: *assurément/*surtout/*peut-être P: Décidément, ça chauffe.
Q: ça chauffe comment ? A: *décidément 2.2.2. The context "Subj Aux _ Vpp", the verbal core. Most adverbs can occupy the slot between the auxiliary and the past participle of the main verb. For readability, this slot will be referred to as the "verbal core"; its context description includes the subject in order to rule out inversion. Two exceptions are place adverbs (locatives) and pseudo-adverbs. Place adverbs are acceptable in the verbal core only as a parenthesis, delimited by OPBs. Pseudo-adverbs are selected by the predicator and therefore different from other adverb classes.
nous avons donc/cependant/toujours/jamais/bêtement/bien/peu déjeuné ensemble ? nous avons ailleurs déjeuné ensemble nous avons || ailleurs || déjeuné ensemble * ces enfants de choeur ont faux chanté 2.2.3. The context "Subj Aux _ Neg Vpp"
Inside the verbal core, some adverb classes can appear before a negation adverb, while others don't. The adverb preceeding the negation may specify the latter (certainement/absolument pas) but this is not necessarily the case (donc pas), cf. section 3.3.
on n'a donc/toujours/certainement pas contrôlé ça on n'a *soigneusement/*mal/*trop pas/plus contrôlé ça 2.2.4. The context "Subj Aux Neg _ Vpp".
Inside the verbal core, some adverb classes may occur after a negation adverb, while others don't.
on n'a pas/plus *donc/toujours/*certainement/*peut-être contrôlé on n'a pas/plus soigneusement/bien/trop/suffisamment contrôlé 2.2.5. Front position When an adverbial (with its specifiers) occurs at the beginning of the sentence, it is accompanied by an obligatory prosodic boundary 9 .
cependant/maintenant/probablement || nous n'avons plus le choix (très) lentement/rapidement || il enlevait sa chemise However some constructions introduced by an adverb (or a homonym) behave differently: the OPB follows the entire constituent.
moins il dort || plus il est fatigué près de son nid || il a trouvé de la nourriture ( = là || il en a trouvé )
Negation adverbs do not occur in front position. For quantity or manner adverbs corresponding to valency terms of the predicator, front position is possible only with appendix intonation on the rest of the sentence.
*pas/*point/*guère il mange *bien/*moins/*suffisamment || il a travaillé/mangé bien/moins/vite \\| il a travaillé *vite || il nageait/court However, a contrastive intonation on the adverb in combination with the appendix contour produces an acceptable, though marked, utterance (called "dispositif à intonation binarisante" in PA).
vite \\ il court * vite || il court énormément/beaucoup \\ il manque * énormément || il manque 2.2.6. Front position of a negated proposition
The following examples show the specific behaviour of certain adverb classes when used at the beginning of the sentence containing a negation: heureusement/dorénavant/bientôt || on ne courra plus *faux || on ne chantera pas rapidement \\ on ne courra plus 2.2.7. Appendix contour in final position of declarative sentences
When an adverbial occurs at the end of a sentence, an appendix contour is either mandatory, excluded, or optional, depending upon the adverb class. The case where the adverbial constitutes an independent sentence is different with respect to prosody. The possibility of an appendix should be related to the accompanying question:
Q: où dort-il ? A: il dort ailleurs (= il dort là) * A: il dort \\ ailleurs Q: est-ce qu'il dort ?
A: il dort ailleurs (= oui, mais ailleurs) ? A: il dort \\ ailleurs
When adverbs are combined in final position and an appendix is used, the order is fixed, and the sentence adverb (with mandatory appendix) comes last.
l'herbe du jardin pousse lentement \\ en_somme * l'herbe du jardin pousse \\ lentement en_somme * l'herbe du jardin pousse \\ en_somme lentement 2.2.8. Appendix contour in final position of interrogative sentences
In final position of interrogative sentences sentence adverbs (called "enunciative adverbs" in section 3) are not accepted (with or without a high appendix).
* est-ce que tu corriges // apparemment/forcément/surtout So, whereas in declarative clauses sentence adverbs are allowed in sentence-final position with a low appendix, they are not allowed with a high appendix in interrogative clauses. It does not make sense for a speaker to ask a question and append a comment in the form of a sentence adverb.
il a/aura terminé cette affaire \\ aujourd'hui/heureusement/manifestement * a-t-il terminé cette affaire // heureusement/manifestement ? (Ernst 1977) a-t-il terminé cette affaire // aujourd'hui ?
Manner adverbs can occur in final position, but not in combination with a high appendix.
est-ce que tu corriges soigneusement ? * est-ce que tu corriges // soigneusement ? 2.2.9. Appendix contour in final position of imperatives As for interrogative clauses, sentence adverbs do not fit the final position under the appendix, whereas temporal and locative adverbs do.
aujourd'hui/maintenant/effectivement/décidément || je m'oppose je m'oppose \\ effectivement/décidément/maintenant oppose-toi aujourd'hui/gentiment/*décidément oppose-toi \\ aujourd'hui/cette_fois-ci/maintenant/ici/*effectivement/*gentiment 2.2.10. Cleft
In French, cleft ("phrase clivée", called "dispositif d'extraction" in PA) involves a construction "c'est X que/qui Prop", where X is a dependent of the verb within proposition Prop, either a valency element or not, including adverbials. When the clefted element is an adverbial, an appendix contour covering the proposition (including que/qui is quite common especially when the proposition is short; but it is not mandatory.
c'est maintenant \\ qu'il faut agir c'est ici/aujourd'hui qu'arrivent les collis destinés à la région parisienne c'est ici/aujourd'hui \\ qu'arrivent les collis destinés à la région parisienne Cleft construction is relevant to adverb classification since some classes of adverbs can not be clefted, cf. Gross (1975: 34) , Molinier -Levrier (2000: 45) . Adv « c'est Adv NP que : "adverbe focalisateur", cf. Molinier -Levrier (2000) . il en veut principalement à ces collègues « c'est principalement à ces collègues que ... Suj V Adv « Suj est Adj: "adverbe de manière orienté vers le sujet", MolinierLevrier (2000) . le garçon regarde anxieusement « le garçon est anxieux Adv S « il est Adj que S, cf. Blumenthal (1990: 45) heureusement elle s'est trompée « il est heureux qu'elle se soit trompée Adv S « je pense/dis Adv que S , cf. Ernst (1977: 3), Molinier -Levrier (2000: 49) . honnêment c'est un fiasco « je dis/pense/sais honnêtement que c'est un fiasco Following Melis (1983: 46-49, 143) we consider unsafe the use of such paraphrases, because they introduce new elements (verbs and adjectives) with their own properties.
Classes of adverbs
The establishment of a distribution is an iterative process. Distributional analysis ignores semantic criteria; so at the start adverb classes are unknown. Tentative groupings are made on the basis of the behaviour of elements in some context; these classes have to be verified in other contexts; they are frequently reorganised along the way.
Since adverbs can specify a variety of elements (see section 1) it is tempting to start from the seemingly easier cases, i.e. from contexts involving relatively few elements, the combinations of which can be verified rather quickly. Eventually it turns out that most information is gained from contexts that involve many combinations. The most frequently used context for adverbs (the position behind the main verb) is not the most informative from the point of view of distributional analysis.
One such context involving many combinations is the verbal core ("Subj Aux _ Vpp"); it accepts a large number of adverbials, but with important combinatorial restrictions. This context can be constrained further by inserting a negation adverb, resulting in two additional contexts: "Subj Aux _ Neg Vpp" and "Subj Aux Neg _ Vpp". Most classes can be described starting from these contexts. The major exception are degree adverbs, which will be treated separately in section 3.2. Table 2 shows the proposed classification. For each class, the table enumerates some representative adverbs and indicates the class's behavior with respect to certain properties or contexts. For easy verification, classes appear in the order in which they may combine in the verbal core context; the positions Aux and Vpp correspond to the left and right double vertical line.
It is important to underline that the classification is based on distributional criteria and that class names are chosen for mnemonic reasons only.
Place adverbs (Loc)
Whereas other adverb classes may appear within the verbal core, place adverbs do not (partout being an exception) -as do degree adverbs and pseudo-adverbs. Place adverbs do occur in sentence-initial, sentence-final, and cleft positions. Most of them do not allow specification by a degree adverb (exceptions are loin and près). They are proportional to où.
* il l'a dehors/là vu là/dehors || il l'a vu il l'a vu dehors/ici/là/où c'est dehors/ici/là/où \\ qu'il l'a vu * il habite très ici/là/ailleurs/dehors il habite très loin/près Some pseudo-adverbs look like place adverbs but their distribution differs: pseudo-adverbs may be modified by degree adverbs; as a matter of fact such degree modifier seems necessary in clefts and in sentence-initial position.
il est tombé (très) bas il a grimpé (très) haut ? c'est bas qu'il est tombé c'est un peu plus bas \\ qu'il est tombé ? c'est haut qu'il a grimpé je crois que c'est plus haut \\ qu'il a grimpé ? bas il est tombé plus bas \\ il est tombé
As for près and loin, they look like pseudo-adverbs since they allow specification by a degree adverb. However, they are classified as place adverbs here for two reasons. Both adverbs occur as the valency element of a predicator which selects a place term, and can be used in answer to où, which is the suspensive pronoun of place complements. j'habite ici/là/loin/(tout)près où habites-tu ? (pas)loin/(tout)près
Negation adverbs (Neg)
Negation adverbs -or operators, according to Melis (1983: 29) -do not allow determination by a degree adverb, they do not appear sentence-initially, or within a cleft. When in final position they cannot carry an appendix contour. * il ne m'a très pas/point/plus convaincu * pas/point/plus, il ne l'a convaincu * c'est plus qu'il ne l'a trouvé * il ne viendra \\ pas
Quantity adverbs (Quant)
Quantity adverbs do not occur sentence-initially (unless with special intonation contour), in cleft constructions (cf. Molinier -Levrier 2000: 47) , or before a negation adverb. They are proportional to combien and autant.
beaucoup \\ il a travaillé * beaucoup/moins/peu/trop il a travaillé * il n'a beaucoup/moins/assez pas travaillé * c'est peu/trop/assez/beaucoup qu'il a travaillé combien pèse cette pierre ? énormément/autant A quantity adverb can not be combined with a manner or ethical adverb, unless one specifies the other (cf. infra). However such adverbs may be coordinated by a conjunction. These facts suggest that quantity adverbs, ethical adverbs and manner adverbs together constitute a larger class. The part introduced by de can appear in clitic form, as the pronoun en.
il en vend énormément il en lit peu \\ de romans policiers
In final position quantity adverbs cannot be combined with an appendix contour.
* il parle \\ énormément
Manner adverbs (Man) Manner adverbs constitue a very large class most of which are formed on the basis of an adjective and the derivational suffix -ment. They are proportional to comment 13 and ainsi.
Manner adverbs may be clefted, cf. Molinier -Levrier (2000: 50) . Many adverbs in this class occur sentence-initially, although not in negative sentences. 
Ethical adverbs (Eth)
The adverbs bien°, mal, fort°, mieux (que X), le_mieux are coined "ethical" adverbs here for mnemonic reasons (they express a judgement). These forms are commonly considered adverbs of manner. Indeed both classes share certain properties. Like manner adverbs, ethical adverbs are proportional to comment, and can occur between auxiliary and participle. They may be specified by a degree adverb, unless they express a comparative or a superlative by themselves.
il a (très/si) bien travaillé, même s'il a (très) mal dormi * il a très mieux étudié que pour la première session However, whereas manner adverbs occur in clefts, ethical adverbs can not.
il digère mal/comment * c'est mal/fort/comment qu'il digère (= il digère comment ?) but: c'est bien/mal qu'il digère (= c'est bien, = qu'il digère, [cela] est bien) 12 Given the sentences il vend beaucoup/combien (de livres), il en vend (beaucoup/combien) , il vend des livres, the dependency relation between en, beaucoup/combien and de N is unclear. 13 As pointed out by Melis (1983: 64) some manner adverbs are proportional to en combien de temps: this is the case of, a.o. brusquement, vite, lentement, rapidement, brutalement. 14 Cl. Blanche-Benveniste, personal communication.
The case of fort is unclear: since it is used with a fairly small set of verbs (appuyer, pousser, cogner, frapper, serrer, lancer, respirer, tousser, parler, crier, mettre la radio, jouer, sentir, pleuvoir, le vent souffle [fort] , le coeur bat très [fort] , y aller [fort] ) it is close to a pseudo-adverb.
Enunciation adverbs (Enunc)
This class contains adverbs such as : évidemment, probablement, assurément, vraisemblablement, normalement, apparemment, (mal) heureusement, simplement, often labeled "sentence adverbs", which express a (subjective) statement by the speaker about the proposition being enunciated, for instance about its contingency 15 . (Alternatively, they could be called "subjective" adverbs.)
Enunciation adverbs are accepted in front and final position, as well as in the verbal core, where they precede a negation adverb, cf. Ernst (1977: 9) . Enunciation adverbs can not be negated, cf. Ernst (1977: 10) .
vraisemblablement || il avait fait disparaître les portefeuilles on a manifestement oublié de nettoyer on n'avait manifestement pas oublié cela * on n'avait pas manifestement oublié cela They do not occur in cleft position, in interrogative or imperative sentences, cf. Molinier -Levrier (2000: 44) , Melis (1983: 153-161 ).
* c'est probablement \\ que son portefeuille a été volé 16 * a-t-il terminé ce travail // heureusement/probablement évidemment il terminera ce travail -* termine ce travail \\ évidemment ! When used in front position an obligatory prosodic boundary is inserted. In final position the appendix contour is obligatory. In cases of homonymy with a manner adverb, the use of an appendix forces the enunciative reading.
il y a eu des morts \\ apparemment il a vécu simplement = il a vécu ainsi/modestement il a vécu \\ simplement = simplement || il a vécu ¹ il a vécu ainsi Two subclasses can be identified, depending upon the acceptability of determination by degree adverbs: très probablement || on y gagnera * on y retrouvera très surtout des amis Time adverbs (Temp) Most time adverbs occur in front position (cf. Molinier -Levrier 2000: 48) , but some do not (unless appendix intonation is used on what follows): encore, tôt, tard, ... avant || il arrivait au travail beaucoup plus tôt jadis/autrefois || les relations sexuelles étaient défendues avant le mariage * tôt/encore || on est arrivé tôt \\ on est arrivé but: tôt ou tard || il passera aux aveux Most time adverbs occur in final position with an appendix contour. cela se passait en cachette \\ autrefois/déjà 17 /jadis 15 Molinier-Levrier (2000: 49) call them "adverbes de phrase disjonctifs de style" and give a similar definition. They relate the adverb to an embedding sentence, a procedure already mentioned in Ernst (1977: 3) for je pense/sais Adv que: honnêtement/concrètement/en_clair , c'est un fiasco. = je te dis honnêtement/concrètement/en_clair que c'est un fiasco. 16 Once again this is different from the non-cleft: Il n'arrive pas à trouver son portefeuille. C'est probablement || que son portefeuille a été volé. 17 déjà is ambiguous. Hansen (2000) distinguishes 4 readings; the "argumentative" reading does appear in front position, but it is not a time adverb in our view : Déjà, c'est bien, son truc. Most time adverbs occur in cleft position, but once again there are exceptions : toujours, parfois, déjà, encore, longtemps, désormais, jadis, dorénavant, naguère. c'est alors qu'il a saisi l'occasion c'est *toujours/*parfois/maintenant qu'il parle fort c'est hier/*déjà/*encore qu'on est sorti ensemble Time adverbs can be divided into subclasses depending upon the possibility of determination by degree adverbs, and upon constraints on verbal tense. très bientôt/récemment/*déjà/*encore/*toujours * autrefois il partira Some temporal adverbs are quite common in the verbal core, whereas others are exceptional in that position and their presence would be interpreted as a parenthesis, which implies obligatory prosodic boundaries. j'avais déjà enlevé les draps elle est souvent retournée là-haut nous avons || désormais/maintenant || épuisé nos ressources il avait || avant/auparavant || fermé la fenêtre * il est avant parti Most time adverbs are proportional to quand but some are (also) proportional to combien de fois (frequency adverbs: souvent, parfois, jamais, toujours, quelquefois, régulièrement, rarement, fréquemment) or to pendant combien de temps (duration adverb: longtemps, brièvement) .
For each criterion taken under consideration, a different grouping of the set of time adverbs is obtained. Given these facts we must conclude that temporal adverbs do not constitute a homogenous class, neither syntactically nor semantically 18 .
Relational adverbs (Rel) "Connecteurs"
The following class is called "relational adverbs" here, because its forms indicate a relation (e.g. causality, opposition,...) between on the one hand the proposition in which they appear and on the other hand some state of affairs which may be explicit (e.g. from the preceding proposition) or implicit (the beliefs or knowledge of speaker or listener). Molinier -Levrier (2000: 49) call them "adverbes de phrase conjonctifs".
This class occurs in front and final position, but not in clefts.
il a donc/pourtant/cependant/d'ailleurs/néanmoins participé à ce concours ? il a certes/en_somme participé à ce concours * c'est donc/pourtant \\ qu'il n'y a participé They occur in the verbal core, where they precede temporal adverbs.
j'ai donc/pourtant déjà/parfois/souvent/quelquefois enlevé les enveloppes * j'ai déjà/parfois/souvent/quelquefois donc/pourtant/aussi collé les timbres
Ordinal adverbs (Ord) Ordinal adverbs occur in front, in final (with appendix) and verbal core position, but not in clefts.
premièrement, on supprime les heures supplémentaires ? on supprime les dimanches, deuxièmement/secundo * c'est tertio que nous exigeons un éclairage plus agréable
Classes for adverbs specifying adjectives or adverbs
This section first studies adverbs that determine adjectives, and how they may be combined. Typical contexts of this type are: before an adjective in postposition ("N _ Adj"), before an adjective in anteposition ("Det _ Adj N") or before an adjective in predicate position ("^ Subj Copula _ $"). Adverbs specifying other adverbs will be considered afterwards.
Degree adverbs (Deg) There is one small class of very common adverbs (très, fort, tout, si ... (que), aussi ... (que) , presque, tout à fait, ...), which do not appear by themselves in the verbal core, in front of final position, nor in clefts, but which specify adjectives and adverbs: the degree adverbs.
* on avait très/si marché/dormi pendant cette excursion * très/fort/si || il a toussé * c'est très qu'on avait parlé un personnage très/si/aussi/tout/presque sophistiqué très calmement || elle exposait son dossier
In contrast to quantity adverbs, degree adverbs cannot be complemented by de + X, which is proportional to en [... combien] .
il demande peu de services = il en demande peu = il en demande combien * il demande très [de services] Distribution in adjectival contexts However, degree adverbs are not the only adverbs that can determine adjectives. The list of examples below shows that most if not all classes of adverbs can be used to specify adjectives. The only exception seems to be place adverbs. Among quantity adverbs beaucoup is exceptional in that it cannot be used to determine an adjective. The anteposition context (when the adverb modifies an adjective which itself precedes the noun it modifies) imposes important limitations on the length and number of specifying adverbs. Since the observed sequences constitute a subset of the distribution found in the postposition context, these limitations may be attributed to a general constraint on the length of the specifier in the anteposition context, comparable to the constraints on adjectives in that same context. un si/très/tout petit chat un collègue pourtant jeune ? un pourtant jeune collègue
Distribution in adverbial context
The distribution of adverbs specifying another independent adverb (not dependent on an adjective) is identical to that which of adverbes dependent on adjectives.
on s'amuse bien trop peu souvent le corbillard avançait presque aussi lentement [qu'un cortège] 3.3. Scope of negation
In the next two examples, the negation pas either precedes or follows an other adverb (enunciative, in this case). This shows two points. First, that enunciative adverbs may be used as a specifier to a negation adverb. Second, that the negation adverb pas may function as a specifier to certain adverbs, in the same way as do degree or quantity adverbs.
il n'a pas vraiment trouvé de solution Neg specifies Enunc il n'a vraiment pas trouvé de solution Enunc specifies Neg Some adverbs, like parfois do not accept specification by pas.
je n'avais souvent pas remarqué cela Temp ; Neg je n'avais pas souvent remarqué cela Neg specifies Temp je n'avais parfois pas remarqué cela Temp ; Neg *je n'avais pas parfois remarqué cela * When a sentence contains a negation adverb, its scope may vary. For instance, the scope could be a valency term in pronominal, lexical or clausal form (as in (1) below), a complement (either adverbial or not) of time, place, manner, etc. (as in (2)), or the predicate (as in (3)). In (4) the scope of the negation is a manner adverb; pas carries emphatic stress ("accent initial") to indicate a left prosodic boundary, resulting in a binding with the following adverb. Intonation sometimes indicates the scope of the negation (2,4), sometimes it is ambiguous (1,3). je ne l'ai pas rencontré \\ hier j'ai rencontré quelqu'un, mais pas lui (1) je ne l'ai pas rencontré hier HLje l'ai rencontré, mais pas hier (2) je ne l'ai pas rencontré \\ hier il n'y a pas eu de rencontre hier (3) je ne l'ai pas \\ rencontré hier il n'y a pas eu de rencontre hier (3) il ne travaille pas soigneusement il travaille, mais pas soigneusement (4)
When an enunciation adverb precedes a negation adverb it is hard to tell whether the enunciation adverb specifies (a) the negation adverb, (b) the proposition, or (c) the negated proposition.
il n'a heureusement pas chanté When the Enunc adverb occurs initially, the preferred reading is that Enunc specifies the entire (negated) proposition.
heureusement || il n'a pas chanté Enunc specifies Prop
When it occurs finally the same reading is obtained if an appendix contour is used for the adverbial. In the absence of an appendix, the adverb cannot be enunciative, so the interpretation with the homonymous manner adverb is selected and the negation specifies that manner adverb.
il n'a pas chanté \\ heureusement Enunc specifies Prop il n'a pas chanté heureusement Neg specifies Man
Here are some similar examples. The underlined syllables are stressed. The resulting readings are given in the right column.
elle n'a vraisemblablement | pas chanté Enunc specifies Prop elle n'a vraisemblablement pas chanté Enunc specifies Neg il ne s'y oppose pas \\ effectivement Enunc specifies Prop il ne s'y oppose effectivement pas Enunc specifies Neg il ne s'y oppose pas efficacement Neg specifies Man * il ne s'y oppose pas \\ efficacement (Man refuses final appendix) * il ne s'y oppose efficacement pas (Man can not specify Neg) * il ne s'y oppose pas effectivement (in final position, Enunc requires appendix)
Conclusion
This study has described a set of criteria for the classificiation of adverbs in French. These criteria are based on distribution, on syntactic construction and on prosody. The following contexts were taken into account: (1) the position between an auxiliary and the past participle of the main verb it modifies, (2) the position before a negation adverb in the slot between an auxiliary and the past participle, (3) the position after a negation adverb in the slot between an auxiliary and the past participle, (4) the front position in a declarative sentence, (5) the front position in a declarative sentence with negation, (6) the final position of a declarative sentence without an appendix contour, (7) the final position of a declarative sentence with an appendix contour, (8) the final position of an interrogative or imperative sentence with an appendix contour, (9) cleft position, (10) the possibility of determination by a degree adverb, (11) the possibility to determine an adjective, (12) the relative order of adverbs within the verbal core.
Distribution analysis resulted in the definition of 11 adverb classes: adverbs of time, place, manner, quantity, negation, degree, as well as enunciative, relational, ordinal, ethical and pseudo-adverbs. However the delineation of temporal adverbs is problematic since this class does not behave uniformly with respect to the criteria that were verified. The table below compares two class inventories: the one proposed here and that given by Molinier -Levrier (2000) . Some classes are missing in the latter study, because it restricts itself to adverbs derived by -ment, which do not have members in some classes. The resulting classification is semantically plausible. It maintains most of the traditional terminology but is finer grained in that it introduces three new classes. But most importantly, the classification is operational in that a set of formal criteria is provided allowing to assign a given adverb to a particular class. Important differences with previous research on adverbs are the integration of prosodic features and the distribution of sequences of adverbs.
